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Rob Marly Delivers Uplifting & Message-Heavy Reggae Single   
‘Hope In Trying’  
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https://pinkymusic.co.uk/album/hope-in-trying/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mKh9mXDEO41ooW_-_Sx8OQjTod19zaDZ/view?usp=sharing


About The Release 
Rob Marly releases his latest captivating single “Hope In Trying.” The reggae release  

contains every element to get listeners grooving and uplifted. “Hope In Trying” takes  

the listener on a musical journey with a nostalgic reggae style combined with a  

modern infectious sound. The emotion-drenched vocals and atmospheric  

instrumentation seamlessly work together for a must-listen record. “Hope In Trying”  

contains motivating lyricism that will hook the listener, due to the relatability and  

captivating story-telling. The uplifting beat with the melodic elements gives the vocal  

an anthemic feeling. With powerful lyricism, Rob Marly maintains a fully charged  

arsenal of high-quality music, supporting the fact that he is set to make a strong  

impact on the music industry and the charts. This release is a testament to Marly’s  

versatility as a musician and his innate talent. “Hope In Trying” offers motivating  

instrumentation with a strong message that will have listeners wanting more.  

About Rob Marly 
The future of reggae is in safe hands with the newest artist to watch: Rob D Marly.  

Originating from North London, Rob Marly knew he was destined for musical  

greatness from a young age. The songwriter, multi-instrumentalist and producer  

paints a blank canvas with his lyricism that highlights issues in today’s society. From  

passion to pain, Rob Marly radiates pure, raw emotion onto his music. With strong  

story-telling lyricism, the North London native seeks to create his own artistic lane  

that brings back substance to music once again. Having experimented with Reggae,  

Trap, Dancehall, R&B, Afro Beat, and Afro House, Marly is able to deliver a distinctive  

style and sound that will have listeners hooked from the press of play. Rob Marly is  an 

artist that is set to take the music scene by storm and inject a new, unparalleled  

sound. 

Follow Rob Marly: Instagram Facebook Twitter 

https://www.instagram.com/rob_dmarly/?hl=en
https://m.facebook.com/dongramur/
https://twitter.com/rdmillzofficial



